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1. Technical requirements
and support
Technical requirements
• Current versions of Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, iOS.
• HTML 5 compatible browsers – IE 10 and above, Chrome, Safari,
Firefox.
• MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Adobe Acrobat Reader
• Ensure that your email system accepts emails from @harpercollins.c
o.uk and @e.harpercollins.co.uk
• If you are on a secure network and are having problems loading any
content, add the following
domains to your whitelist: *.collins.co.uk, jwpsrv.com, *.jwpcdn.com, cd
n.mathjax.js, ajax.aspnetcdn.com, www.googletagmanager.com.

Support
To the top right of the Collins Connect dashboard is a Help and Support
section which includes support material such as the Admin, Teacher and
Student user guides.
To return at any time to the instructions screen for how to upload Teachers,
Students and Classes, click on the Getting started button to the top-right of
the Collins Connect dashboard.
Contacting the Digital Support Team
The Collins Connect Digital Support Team is on hand to help you make the
most of your subscription. Once you have purchased Collins Connect, we
strongly recommend that you contact the Support Team to help you with
importing details of your Teachers and Students or to help resolve any initial
issues you have using Collins Connect.
You can contact the team by phone or by email:
• By phone: 01484 668 148 Option 3
• By email: education.support@harpercollins.co.uk
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2. Logging in
Go to https://connect.collins.co.uk:

Click on the Admin sign in button and it will take you to Admin login
page.
Enter your Admin login d e t a i l s – an email with your Admin user name
and a link to set a password will have been sent to you.

On your Home page you will see 4 tiles:
• View courses
• Manage users
• Package-wise reports
• View reports:
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3. Viewing courses
Click on the View courses box to see each course you have subscribed to:

You will then see tiles linking to each of the courses your school is subscribed
to:

Click on a course to view its content. Each course will also display its expiry
date.
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4. Managing users
Click on the Manage users tile to view the Teacher and Student accounts for
your school:

You will then see the Manage users screen:

From this screen you will be able to create or edit Teachers, Students or
Classes in two ways:


Manually in Collins Connect (useful if you want to make small or ad-hoc
changes).



Via an Excel import document (useful if you want to make multiple/bulk
changes all at once).

The instructions below explain how to manage your user accounts in both
ways. The Excel import document is split into three worksheets: Teachers,
Students and Classes, and you can import data changes to all of these at
once by following the instructions below carefully.
Note: the blank Excel upload document and other supporting documentation
can be download by clicking the ‘Getting started’ button to the top-right of the
Collins Connect Home page:
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On the Manage users screen you can use the role drop-down box to switch
between Teacher and Student accounts:

From this screen you can also check usernames and check and change
passwords.

Managing Teachers
Adding Teachers
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, make sure that Teacher is selected from the
select role dropdown. Then click on the Create user button to the right of the
screen:

You will now see a screen containing the following fields:


First name



Last name



Email: which should be the Teacher’s school address and not a personal
or departmental address.



User name: this will auto-populate with the Teacher’s email address.
Email and User name need to be the same.



Unique Identifier (UID): this can be the Teacher’s 3 letter staff code, start
of the Teacher’s Email address or anything that is unique. Note: if you do
not add a UID, one will be generated for you once you have clicked Save.



Gender: male or female



Role (this defaults to Teacher and cannot be changed):
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Enter the Teacher’s data into the fields:

Once you have done this, click Save. If the fields have been completed
correctly, you will see a dialog box acknowledging this:

Click on OK. Your Teacher has now been created, and you will be able to see
them listed on a tile on the Manage users screen:
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New Teachers will be emailed a link to allow them to set a password so they
can sign in.
Via Excel upload
On the Excel import document, click on the Teachers tab:

The spreadsheet contains the following fields:
• First Name: (FirstName)
• Last Name: (LastName)
• Email address: which should be the Teacher’s school address and not a
personal or departmental address.
• Unique Identifier (UID): this can be the Teacher’s 3 letter staff code, start
of the Teacher’s Email address or anything that is unique.
• Action: when adding a Teacher, this will be Add:

Complete a row of the spreadsheet for each Teacher you want to add. This
could be a single Teacher or multiple Teachers. For example:
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Once you have completed the upload document and saved it, you will need to
do the following:
• Click on Excel import on the Manage users screen.
• When prompted, locate the upload document with your Teacher data
and click on Import:

Collins Connect will then import all the Teacher data you’ve provided. Note:
this may take a few minutes.
Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the Teacher
data provided in the import:

Check that the number of Teachers is the same as you provided in the upload
document. Click on the Teachers tab and check that their details are correct. If
they are not, check the import document and correct any formatting errors
before uploading again.
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Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your Teachers are
now set up with accounts in Collins Connect. You can view them on the
Manage users screen:

New Teachers will be emailed a link to allow them to set a password so they
can sign in.
Editing Teachers
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, click on an individual Teacher’s tile:

You will then see the Teacher’s account details. From here you can:
• Edit their first name
• Edit their last name
• Edit their email address
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• Reset their password: if the Admin chooses to reset a Teacher’s
password, the Teacher will be emailed a link allowing them to change
their password.
Note: the Teacher’s UID cannot be edited manually - see Editing teachers >
Via Excel upload, above.

Once you have edited the fields you need to change, click on Update. If the
fields have been completed correctly, you will see a dialog box acknowledging
this.
Click on OK. Your Teacher has now been edited, and you will be able to see
the changes by clicking on the Teacher’s tile on the Manage users screen.
Via Excel upload
You can use the import document to edit all Teacher information apart from
their UID. If you needed to update a UID of a Teacher, you would firstly need to
delete the Teacher from the school’s Collins Connect account. Once the
Teacher has been deleted, you can then add them to Collins Connect again
with a new UID.
To edit a Teacher’s data using the import document, add their updated data to
a spreadsheet row (or multiple rows, if you are editing multiple Teachers),
including the value update to the Action column.
The example below shows a Teacher’s email address being changed:

Once you have prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the edited Teacher
data you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes.
Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the edited
Teacher data uploaded in the import:
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Check that the edited Teacher data is the same as you provided in the upload
document. If it is not, you may need to check your formatting in the import
document and upload again:

Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your edited Teacher
account is now viewable in Connect:

Deleting Teachers
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, select Teacher from the user role dropdown.
Find the Teacher you want to delete and click on the delete (dustbin) icon on
the Teacher’s tile:

A dialog box will ask you to confirm that you want to delete the teacher. Note:
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all the user data for the Teacher will be lost:

A further dialog box will confirm that the Teacher has been deleted. The
deleted Teacher will no longer appear on the Manage users screen:

Via Excel upload
To delete a Teacher account, you will need to take the line of data in the
upload document that was used to import them and replace Add in the final
Action column with Delete:

Once you’ve prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the Teacher data
you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes.
Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the deleted
Teacher data provided in the import:

Check that the deleted Teacher data is the same as you provided in the upload
document. If it is not, you may need to check your formatting in the data upload
document and import again.
Once you’ve confirmed that your data upload is correct, your deleted Teacher
account will no longer be viewable in Collins Connect.
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Changing Teacher passwords
To change a Teacher’s password, select the Teacher in the Manage users
screen, then click on Reset password:

You will be asked to confirm whether you want the Teacher’s password to be
reset:

Click on Yes. An email will be sent to the Teacher with a link to a page where
they can set their new password.

Managing Students
Adding Students
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, make sure you have selected Student in the
Select role dropdown:

You will then see tiles for all your school’s Students:
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To add a Student, search for the Teacher whose class the Student is in. You
can do this either by:


looking through the tiles of Teachers (these are arranged alphabetically. If
there are multiple pages of Teachers, use the pagination buttons to the
bottom-right of the screen) to scroll through:



Using the Search box to find the Student’s Teacher:

Once you’ve found the Teacher, click on the Create/edit class icon on the tile
to see the Teacher’s classes:

You will then see a list of classes the Teacher teaches. Click on the Edit class
icon for the class you want to place the new Student in:
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You will then see a list of all Students in the class. Click on Add pupil to add a
new Student to the class:

You will then see a new row in the class list with the following fields:
•

First Name

•

Last Name

•

Date of Birth (DOB): written as DD/MM/YYYY

•

Gender: written as M or F (optional)

•

Year: their academic year, written as ‘Year 7’ or ‘7’

•

Password:
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Enter the Student’s data into the fields and click Save class.

If the fields have been completed correctly, you will see a dialog box showing a
class and member status summary:

Click on Finish to see your new Student listed on in the class list. Alternatively,
click on Edit class to add more Students, or Create a class to create a new
class and add Students to it.
Via Excel upload
On the Excel import document, click on the Students tab:

The spreadsheet contains the following fields:
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•

First Name: (FirstName)

•

Last Name: (LastName)

•

Gender: written as M or F (optional)

•

Date of Birth (DOB): written as DD/MM/YYYY

•

Year: their academic year, written as ‘Year 7’ or ‘7’

•

Unique Identifier (UID): this can be the Student’s Admission number,
UPN number or a combination of the Student’s full name and DOB
using the Excel formula shown below.

•

Action: which, when adding a student, will be Add.

Complete a row of the spreadsheet for each Students you want to add. This
could be a single Student or multiple Students. For example:

Notes on UIDs: Each UID should be unique. No Students should have the
same first name, last name (if this happens to be the case, you will need to
change of the students’ names). If you do not add your own UID, Collins
Connect will add one for you using the following formula:
=LEFT(CONCATENATE(TEXT(D2,"yyyymmdd"),A2,B2),40)
Once you have completed the upload document and saved it, you will need to
do the following:
• Click on Excel import on the Manage users screen.
• When prompted, locate the upload document with your Student data
and click on Import.
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Collins Connect will then import all the Student data you’ve provided. Note:
this may take a few minutes. Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary
screen detailing the Student data provided in the import:

Check that the number of Students is the same as you provided in the upload
document. If it is not, you may need to check your formatting in the upload
document and import again:

Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your Students are
now set up with accounts in Collins Connect.
When Students first sign in to Collins Connect, they will be asked to create a
password. This password will only be needed to access their results (not to
access their content, homework and tests.)
Editing Students
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, click on an individual Student’s tile or search for
the Student whose details you wish to edit. You can do this either by:
• looking through the tiles of Students (these are arranged alphabetically.
If there are multiple pages of Students, use the pagination buttons to
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the bottom-right of the screen) to scroll through:

• Using the Search box to find the Student.

Once you have found the Student, click on their tile:

You will then see the Student’s account details. From here you can:
• Edit their first name
• Edit their last name
• Edit their Date of Birth (DoB)
• Reset their password: if an Admin chooses to reset a Student’s
password, the Student will be prompted to set a new password the next
time they log in to Collins Connect.

Note: the UID cannot be edited manually.
Once you have edited the fields you need to change, click on Update. You will
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see a dialog box confirming that your update has been made:

You can now see the changes you have made to the Student’s account by
clicking on their tile on the Manage users screen.
Via Excel upload
You can use the import document to edit all Student information apart from
their UID.
If you needed to update a UID of a Student, you would firstly need to delete the
Student from the school’s Collins Connect account. Once the Student has
been deleted, you can then add them Collins Connect again with a new UID.
Note: if a Student is deleted, all of that Student’s results data will be lost.
To edit a Student’s data using the import document, add their updated data to
a spreadsheet row (or multiple rows, if you are editing multiple Students). In
the Action column, add the value Update.
The example below shows the Student’s Year group being changed from 7 to
8:

Once you’ve prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the edited Student
data you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes:

Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the edited
Student data provided in the import:
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Check that the edited Student data is the same as you provided in the upload
document. If it is not, you may need to check the formatting of your upload
document and import again:

Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your edited Student
account is now viewable in Collins Connect:

Deleting Students
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, select Student from the Select role dropdown.
Find the Student you want to delete, and click on the delete (dustbin) icon on
their tile.
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A dialog box will ask you to confirm that you want to delete the Student. Note:
all the user data for the Student will be lost, including the results for any
homeworks or tests.

A further dialog box will confirm that the Student has been deleted:

The deleted Student will now no longer appear on the Manage users screen.
Via Excel upload
To delete a Student account, you will need to take the line of data in the upload
document that was used to import them and replace Add in the final Action
column with Delete:

Once you’ve prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the Student data
you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes:
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Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the deleted
Student data provided in the import:

Check that the deleted Student data is the same as you provided in the upload
document. If it is not, you may need to check your formatting in the upload
document and import again.
Once you’ve confirmed that your data upload is correct, your deleted Student
account will no longer be viewable in Collins Connect.
Changing Student passwords
To change a Student’s password, select the Student in the Manage users
screen, then click on Reset password:

You will be asked to confirm whether you want to reset the Student’s
password:
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Click on Yes. The Student will be prompted to set a new password the next
time they access Collins Connect.

Managing Classes
Adding Classes
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, select Teacher in the user role dropdown. Find
the Teacher you want to create a Class for and click on the Create/edit
classes icon on their tile:

Click on the Create class button to the right of the screen:

You will then be asked if you want to base the new Class on a previous one, or
create a brand-new Class.
If you are starting a new academic year, you may want to choose Base on a
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previous class. You will then be able to choose from a list of the previous
year’s Classes, make Class updates for the new academic year, then save the
Class again with a new name.

To create a completely new class, select Create a brand-new class and click
Start. You will then see the ‘Create class’ screen.
You will then see a new Class screen with empty fields:

Enter the name of the Class in the field provided. Below it you will see space
for adding Students. Complete the fields as described in Adding Students >
Manually in Collins Connect, above):

Once you have added all your Students to your Class, click on Save class. If
the fields have been completed correctly, you will see a dialog box showing a
Class and member status summary:
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Click on Finish to see your new Class and the Students listed as members.
Alternatively, click on Edit class to add more Students, or Create another
class to create a new Class and add Students to it:

Via Excel upload
On the Excel import document, click on the Groups tab:

The spreadsheet contains the following fields:
•

Group name: (Groupname). This is how the Class group will appear for
Teachers when they are assigning work.

•

Unique Identifier of the Group (UIDofGroup): this should normally be
the same as the group name, but please take out any special
characters. If the Class is shared by more than one teacher, please add
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on the Teacher initials to the group UID so they are unique per Teacher.
•

Unique Identifier of the supervisor: (UIDofSupervisor, this is the
Teacher UID from the Teacher tab of the workbook.



Subject (optional): this is the subject which the Class belongs to. The
subject field currently has no effect on Collins Connect’s functionality
and is an optional field.

•

Unique Identifier of the student: (UIDofStudent) this is the UID
allocated to the Student on the Student’s tab of the workbook

•

Action (MembershipAction): when adding a Student to a Class, this will
be Add.

•

Start Date (StartDate) (optional) If no start date is selected then it will
default to the day of the import. If the start date is in the future, then
teachers will not see the group until that start date.

•

End Date (EndDate) this will normally be the 31st July unless the
school request otherwise. Collins Connects academic year ends on 1st
August, any results data will be archived from the 1st August. Groups
that have a lapsed end date will only be visible to teachers if they have
results attached to them within the academic year being looked at:

Complete a row of the spreadsheet for each Student you want to add to
group. This could be a single Student or multiple Students. For example:

Once you have completed the upload document and saved it, you will need to
do the following:
• Click on Excel import on the Manage users screen.
• When prompted, locate the upload document with your Class data and
click on Import.
Collins Connect will then import all the Class data you’ve provided. Note: this
may take a few minutes.
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Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the Class
data provided in the import:

Check that the number of Classes and the Teachers/Students within them are
the same as you provided in the upload document. If not, you may need to
check the formatting or your upload document and import again:

Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your Classes are
now set up and visible to the relevant Teachers in Collins Connect.
Editing Classes
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, select Teacher in the Select role dropdown.
Find the Teacher who teaches the Class you want to edit and click on the
Create/Edit classes icon on their tile:

You will then see a list of the Class that Teacher teaches:
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Click on Edit class icon of the Class you want to edit:

You will now see the list of Students in the Class:

Moving Students between Classes
To move Students between Classes, locate the row of the Student you want to
move, and click on the Move Student icon to the right of the table:
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A dialog box will pop up asking you to select the Class you want to move the
Student to. You can search for the Class by either:
• Scrolling down the alphabetical Class list (both the lists of Class and
Teachers can be sorted by using the arrows at the top of each column).
• Searching for the Class or its Teacher by using the Search box:
Once you have found the Class you want to move the Student to, select it by
clicking on the radio button, then click Move:
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A confirmation will pop up in a dialog box detailing which Class the Student is
moving from and to. Note: The Student you are moving will also be removed
from any Sub-groups associated with their old class:

If you are happy, click on Confirm (you can press Cancel to start again if you
need to). You will see a dialog box confirming the Student’s move between
Classes.

Note: All previous reporting data attached to the Student’s class profile will
show their previous Class name. The Student will still be visible as a
deactivated Student in their old class. If any new homework or assessments
are already set in their new Class, the new pupil will be shown as having an
N/A score.
If you now search for the Student’s new Class in the Manage users screen,
you will see that they have now become a member of the new Class group.
Switching Classes between Teachers
To switch a Class to another Teacher, locate the Class and click on the Switch
teacher button to the right of the screen:
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A dialog box will ask you which Teacher you want to transfer the Class to:

Select the Teacher from the dropdown and click on Switch Teacher. A dialog
box will ask you to confirm the switch of Class between Teachers.
Via Excel upload
You can use the import document to edit your Class data. Note: if you need to
update a UID of a Student, you will firstly need to delete the Student from the
school’s Connect account. Once the Student has been deleted, you can then
add them to Collins Connect again with a new UID.
To update a Class and move Students between Class groups, you will need to
expire the student from the class they are currently in. You can take the
original line of data and change the action to update and change the end date
to expire the follow day. The next step is to have a new line of data to add the
student to a new class.
In the example below, the Student in row 2 is being expired, while in row 3 they
are being added to a new Class:

Once you have prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the edited Class
data you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes.
Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the edited
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Class data provided in the import. Check that the edited Class data is the
same as you provided in the upload document. If it is not, you may need to
check your formatting in the import document and upload again.
Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your edited Class
account is now viewable in Collins Connect.
Deleting and reinstating Classes
Manually in Collins Connect
On the Manage users screen, select Teacher from the user role dropdown.
Search for the Teacher who teaches the Class you want to delete and click on
the Create/Edit classes icon on their tile:

You will then see the list of the Classes the Teacher teaches. To the right of
the screen you will see a Delete class icon (dustbin):

Click on it to delete the class. A dialog box will pop up asking you to confirm
whether you want to delete the class:
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If you are sure, click on Yes. You will now see that the Class has been
deactivated in the Teacher’s list of Classes:

In the event that a Class is mistakenly deleted, to reinstate it, click on the grey
dustbin icon. A dialog box will ask you to confirm that you want to reinstate the
Class to the Teacher:

Click on Yes to reinstate the Class. You will now see the Class reinstated to
the Teacher in their Class list:
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Via Excel upload
You can use the import document to delete a Class. To do this you will need to
change the value in the MembershipAction column to delete for all Students
in the Class group

:
Once you have prepared the upload document, click on Excel import on the
Manage users screen. Collins Connect will then import all the edited Class
data you’ve provided. Note: this may take a few minutes.
Once the import is complete, you’ll see a summary screen detailing the edited
Class data provided in the import. Check that the edited Class data is the
same as you provided in the upload document. If it is not, you may need to
check your formatting in the import document and upload again.
Once you have confirmed that your data upload is correct, your Class is no
longer viewable in Collins Connect.

5. Data summaries and logs
Data summaries
Each time you upload the Excel import document to add, edit or delete
Teachers, Students or Groups, you will be given a summary of the data
transfer that has taken place.
The summary tab will show you a quick overview of everything that was done
and anything that might need your attention. There are two types of things that
might need your attention, errors and warnings:


Errors will mean that a line in the spreadsheet was ignored. For instance,
a new student with no date of birth would produce an error and that student
would not be created in Connect:
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Warnings are things which are often errors but might not be. Rows with
warnings will still be processed but a warning will be shown to allow you to
modify that record if it turns out that something was amiss. For instance,
you may have created two students with the same first and last name. This
is something that is very possible but may also be an accidental duplicate
so Collins Connect will point out that it has happened.

The other three tabs will represent the three workbooks from the spreadsheet
and will go through line-by-line to show if each individual row was processed
or skipped or why.

Logs
Viewing import logs and summaries
Next to the Excel Import button you will find the View Excel logs button:

Click here to see every import document that has been imported into your
school's account as well as the import summaries for each:
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You can search for specific import documents using the data range fields.
Click on one of the file links and summary document will download showing
you what was imported:

You can also click through the Teacher, Student and Group tabs at the bottom
of the spreadsheet to view the import data in more detail.
Exporting data
Click on the Export all data button on the Manage users screen to export all
of your school’s user data into an Excel workbook:

A workbook will download detailing all your school’s user data across the
Teacher, Student and Group tabs. The exported document also contains a
fourth tab: My Class updates. This shows you which Students have moved
between Groups and which user moved them:
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6. Viewing reports
The Admin user is able to see all Student reports that Teachers can see. This
includes the results of homework and tests that Teachers have set.
Click on View reports on the Admin Home page:

You will see all of the Secondary courses your school has subscribed to:

Click on the course you want to view reports for. You will then see a list of
classes. Use the dropdown menus to select the year and Teacher you want to
view reports for. Click on the Teacher tile to view the assignments they have
set.
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